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Abstract. The concept of security culture is relatively new. It is often 
investigated in a simplistic manner focusing on end-users and on the technical 
aspects of security. Security, however, is a management problem and as a 
result the investigation of security culture should also have a management 
focus. This paper discusses security culture based on an organisational culture 
framework of eight dimensions. We believe that use of this framework in 
security culture research will reduce the inherent biases of researchers who tend 
to focus on only technical aspects of culture from an end users perspective. 

1 Introduction 

It was not until the start of this century that researchers first began to recognise that an 
organisation's security culture might be an important factor in maintaining an 
adequate level of information systems security in that organization [I]. None of these 
early researchers, however, presented a clear definition of what they meant with "a 
security culture", nor were there any clear views on how to create this organizational 
culture to support security. 

In the last few years, research in this new area of (information) security culture has 
been expanding rapidly. Unfortunately, a lot of this research still has a limited focus 
and often only concentrates on the attitudes and behaviour of end-users as well as on 
how management can influence these aspects of security culture to improve the end- 
user's adherence to security policies [2]. Schlienger et a1 [3] more or less defines 
security culture as "all socio-cultural measures that support technical security 
measures", which not only limits its focus to a small sub-dimension of information 
security but also enforces the old belief that information security is mostly a technical 
problem. Information security is, in general, a management problem and the security 
culture reflects how management handles this problem. Subsequently, we argue that 
technical security measures and security policies will often need to be (re)designed to 
support an organisation's security culture. 
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K., Yngstrom, L., Lindskog, S., (Boston: Springer), pp. [insert page numbers]. 
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2 Exploring Organizational Security Culture 

Our initial research in organisational security culture [4] adopted a framework with 
eight dimensions from Detert et a1 [ 5 ] ,  who had illustrated their framework by linking 
it to a set of values and beliefs that represent the 'cultural backbone' of successful 
Total Quality Management (TQM) adoption. These eight dimensions of 
organizational culture are briefly identified in Table 1. 

Table 1. The Organizational Culture Framework [5]. 

The Basis of Truth and Rationality 

The Nature of Time and Time Horizon 

Motivation 

Stability versus Change/Innovation/Personal Growth 

Orientation to Work, Task, Co-Workers 

Isolation versus Collaboration/Cooperation 

Control, Coordination and Responsibility 

Orientation and Focus -Internal and/or External 

In the remainder of this paper we give our current views of what the important 
aspects are of security culture in each of these dimensions. While a few of our case 
studies have been in organisations that have a high-level of security enforced by a 
strict enforcement of rules and regulations, the majority of our research has been in 
organisations where decision making about security is distributed and loosely 
controlled. This may have slightly coloured our views expressed below. 

2.1 The Basis of Truth and Rationality 

What we initially considered our most important findings in our early research on 
security culture related to how the importance of security for the organization is seen 
by the employees and the organization as a whole. Obviously, different organizations 
need different levels of security. But, although the security requirements for a 
particular company may not be as high as the security requirements of other 
companies, achieving optimal security for that organization's particular situation will 
still be important, as is the need to ensure that their employees believe that security is 
important. 

While the literature on security culture recognizes that the most crucial belief 
influencing the security in the organization is the belief that security is important [6 ] ,  
not much is mentioned about the importance of other beliefs. We found that the 
beliefs of the decision makers within the organisation about the quality of security, 
and about the quality of the different processes used to manage security, are often 
much more important than the end-users beliefs. Many of the organizations that we 
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investigated do, for instance, believe that their security is good. But most 
organizations did not make any attempt to evaluate the quality of their security. 
Similar problems seem to exist with their beliefs about the quality of their risk 
analysis and security audits. 

The quality of a security culture should, however, not only be determined by the 
beliefs that an organisation has, but more by how the organisation evaluates and 
manages the basis of truth and rationality in the various beliefs that end-users and 
managers hold about that organisation's security. Staff being critical about their own 
beliefs and an organisation having processes in place to challenge the quality of the 
beliefs of its employees is what distinguishes a good security culture from a bad one. 

2.2 Nature of Time and Time Horizon 

As literature already indicated [7], we found that all too often the security focus of an 
organisation is on things demanding immediate attentton, not on the things .that may 
prove more important in the long run. If an organisation had any long-term goals, 
these only covered a time frame of one or two years and were simply aimed at 
building a security infrastructure in line with International Security Standards. 

While we argue that organisations with a high-quality security culture should place 
an emphasis on long-term commitment and strategic management, we found no good 
examples in practice. Unfortunately, there is not much discussion in literature on 
possible long-term strategies either. There seems to be a tendency, however, to 
completely overhaul security management/governance structures when current 
security is no longer adequate andlor becomes too expensive to maintain. Once 
again, we did not find any evidence that those initiating this restructuring have even 
considered what long-term strategies and plans can or should be developed and by 
whom. 

2.3 Motivation 

Organisations with a good security culture need to have appropriate processes in place 
to ensure employees are motivated in relation to security. While literature suggests 
that employees need to learn that security controls are necessary and useful to 
discourage them from attempting to bypass these controls [8], motivation should not 
only be aimed at ensuring that an employee's behaviour is not compromising IS 
security. Unfortunately, security is one of the few areas in organisational culture 
where punishment still plays a large role and where active participation in achieving 
goals is rarely encouraged. 

2.4 Stability versus Change/Innovation/Personal Growth 

In organisations that have a high requirement for security, we found a tendency to 
favour stability over change. Change is often seen as bad, as it can result in the 
introduction of new risks or in the invalidation or bypass of controls to existing risks. 
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However, although change should be carefully managed, security is never 100% and 
organisations need to ensure that their security posture is not static. 

While most organisations that have lower requirements for security do not have 
this "fear" of change, they often fail to realize that an organisation's security 
procedures and practices need to improve continually, and that the organisation will 
need to constantly adapt its security to the inevitable changes in the organisation's 
environment. Organisations that have adopted a security policy lifecycle methodology 
will have a culture of continuous change in that area of security, but it is not clear 
whether this will extend to other areas such as security strategy development and 
security governance processes, or even implementation of security measures. 

2.5 Orientation to Work, Task, Co-workers 

An important principle in information security is that there is always a trade-off 
between the use of an organisation's assets and their security. By limiting access to 
an asset, we can significantly improve its security. However, limiting access can 
sometimes result in a serious impediment to the daily operations of employees. 
Finding a balance between security and how constrained employees feel in their work 
is therefore an important aspect of a security culture. Of course, staff will feel less 
restricted if they are motivated and feel responsible for security 

While it is obvious that employees should be made to feel responsible for security 
in the organisation, it is just as important that staff responsible for particular security 
areas have as strong sense of ownership [9]. Both can be negated easily when staff 
feels that management does not take any suggestions for the improvement of security 
seriously. Hence, a positive response from management and a continuous adaptation 
of security practices to at least some of the suggestions may not only help improve 
security itself directly but also help improve the orientation of staff towards security. 

2.6 Isolation versus Collaboration/Cooperation 

We have been surprised in how often we encountered that an organisation's security 
planning and implementation was handled by only a small group of specialists and 
managers. While organisations often realise that security policies should be created 
collaboratively using the input of people from various facets of the organisation to 
ensure its comprehensiveness and acceptance, they tend to ignore that principle in the 
day to day management of security. As a result, the efforts of the security 
management team are often negated by other decisions taken by managers in the 
business units and on the work floor. 

Our current research in security governance processes and structures at the middle 
management level [lo] is indicating that this lack of collaboration with the 
stakeholders in the day to day decision making on security is not only likely to 
negatively impact motivation and orientation to work, but may often also lead to a 
dangerously narrow focus of security. As coverage is just as important in information 
security as the quality of the selected security controls, ignoring particular areas such 
as personnel security or data security can lead to a significant collapse of an 
organisation's security posture. 
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2.7 Control, Coordination and Responsibility 

This dimension of an organization's security culture is clearly related to the security 
governance in that organization and has been the main reason that our security group 
extended its research from security culture to security governance. The primary 
feature of security governance in an-organization is whether there is a tight c&trol or 
loose control. An organization with centralized decision making has a tight control, 
while an organization that has flexible decentralized decision making is likely to have 
a loose control, although change management processes may still influence how loose 
the control actually is. 

It should be clear that security culture is not independent from organizational 
culture, so tight control of security in an otherwise loosely controlled organization is 
not likely to work very well. We believe that this lack of alignment between 
organizational culture and intended security culture is often one of the major reasons 
why acceptable use policies fail. 

It does not matter whether there is a tight control or a loose control of security, it 
is still essential that there are clear guidelines on who has decision rights in the 
different areas of security and when. This aspect is often called responsibility and 
ensuring that all responsibilities have been assigned is a required feature of any 
strategic security policy. 

With responsibility comes accountability. We believe that an important aspect of 
the security culture is how the organization handles accountability for decisions in 
security management. Lack of even the most simple accountability processes, such as 
simple feedback loops where decisions are discussed with higher levels of 
management, is a fairly common occurrence in security management. 

2.8 Orientation and Focus - Internal and/or external 

The orientation and focus of an organization's security clearly depends on the 
environment in which the organization operates. If the organization is forced to 
conform to external audit and government requirements, the emphasis of their risk 
management processes is often only on meeting these requirements, not on improving 
their security. Other organizations aim to bring their IS security in line with 
international industry standards and, again, the emphasis is often geared towards 
passing an audit to prove that they have achieved this goal, rather than on achieving 
the best security for the organization within the obvious limitations of resources and 
budget. 

As security in an organisation is influenced by both external factors and internal 
needs, we believe that an ideal security culture has a balance between an internal and 
external focus. The external focus should at least include an awareness of the 
organisation's external security environment and how this changes over time. This 
will allow the organisation to pro-actively meet any new threats. Just as important, 
however, is that the organisation builds up an awareness of its internal security 
environment. If the organisation is not trying to identi@ what security breaches occur 
and why they occur, it will never know if its security strategies are working and how 
it can improve the implementation of these strategies. 
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3 Conclusion 

While there has been an abundance of research in the area of organizational security 
and how it should be improved, the majority focuses only on certain discrete aspects 
of security and not how these aspects should be assimilated into an organisation's 
culture. Even our own research in security culture initially had a clear bias to end-user 
issues. However, the broad framework we adopted from organisational culture 
research has ensured that we not only recognised this bias in our research, but also 
provided insight in how to extend our research in new areas such as security 
governance and risk assessment. 

In investigating security cultures in organisations, we have often found that many 
specific aspects of a security culture, such as attitudes, norms, and shared 
expectations do not fit nicely within a single dimension of our framework. It is 
obvious that the concept of a security culture is too complex to be covered by a single 
framework or model. We do believe, however, that any researcher involved in 
investigating any aspect of an organisation's security culture will find the use of this 
framework essential in ensuring that they take a comprehensive view of how the 
many dimensions of an organisation's security culture relate to that particular aspect 
they are interested in. 
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